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Inscriptions in architectural exteriors in the 20th century:
style, image, semantics, functions and symbolic features
Sasha Lozanova, Stela Tasheva
Abstract. The paper focuses on the previously not studied (or insufficiently studied) issues of appearance, location and significance of functional captions, inscriptions
and labels on architectural exteriors in the 20th century.
The study does not examine inscriptions in cases of purely advertising concepts,
nor their temporary solutions. The chosen samples reflect on relations and interactions
between external architectural appearances and the respective lettering composition of
forms and features (when they exist). The nature of the visual integrity between inscription and architecture also reveals their unique cultural positions, including main art
traditions, popular stereotypes, tendencies, artistic and compositional styles and more.
The aim of the report is to offer a classification of the main types of links between
captions and their respective buildings, and to relate them to key historical or contemporary trends.
The used approach is interdisciplinary, based on the combined perspective of an
architect and an art critic. The expected results are in the area of theory and history of
architecture and arts.
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I. Introduction
The subject of our article is the co-existence of verbal but graphically expressed information (inscriptions, captions, texts) and architectural objects.
More specifically we investigate the architectural inscriptions as outlook, style
and image, semantics and symbols, in particular as relates to their placement
and role in building facades and their three-dimensional compositions.
The focus of our study is on public buildings, as their captions and inscriptions are widespread, common and highly visible - but also as a way of narrowing down the number of case studies. Hence, we follow and examine mostly
contemporary examples.
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We will now offer some preliminary explanations for the keywords used
herein. We study architectural inscriptions on buildings in three different aspects: first, as formal-plastic image as far as font and design; second, as an informational resource for the edifice; and third, as functional architectural part.
The first aspect directly reflects the artistic style and thus correlates with the
building as its parallel example. The second aspect follows the text as a visual
message within its cultural context. Both of those aspects are incorporated in the
text image - in its graphic and architectural characteristics, as well as in its visual
semantic and symbolic attributes.
The third aspect unveils the links between inscriptions and their architectural base beneath, tracing its way of perception. There, the building function
itself could be an independent motive for its overall composition, in addition to
the text itself independently creating a visual and spatial impact on the observer.
Here we are talking about the full spectrum of visual perception of a building
in symbiosis with its inscriptions: stationary; in motion; from distance; close-up;
from above; from below; in various angles, perspectives and others.
II. Inscription typologies
Although there are traditional “symbiosis” types between buildings and
their respective titles and inscriptions, sometimes building designers are able
to develop new and creative solutions. Then their new, architectural, graphical
or sculptural ideas for merging text and architecture also become part of tradition - and models for replicas, citations and interpretations.
Based on our empirical studies of major architectural examples, we were
able to establish certain groups of similar compositions (of the inscription placement over an edifice), which we will now illustrate. They mostly form a typology classification following the third aspect of our analysis: the various ways of
perceiving buildings and their respective captions. Some of these architectural
solutions can be found even in antiquity, while others become more and more
visible in later eras, when writing and reading gradually became accessible to
masses. Most if not all of these text placement invariants remain clearly traceable now, although over time their materials, functions, styles and so on, have
changed as far as typology and concept.
II.1. “Crown” inscriptions
II.1.1. Text located high up on the building
In this case, the text is usually meant to be at the top and had been designed
as a full element of a facade composition from the very beginning. The building
caption is also meant to serve as a mark to distant observers.
A “Crown” inscription is placed on the building of the Bulgarian National
Library “St. Cyril and Methodius” in Sofia (Fig. 1). The edifice was built in 19391953, by D. Tsolov and I. Vasilyov. Its inscription literally reads ‘НАРОДНА
БИБЛИОТЕКА КИРИЛ И МЕТОДИЙ’ (‘People’s Library Cyril and Methodi-
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Fig. 1. National Library in Sofia

us’) and fortunately, the original caption has not been altered. Hence, it testifies
to some peculiar features of the historical (political and ideological) situation
of the time. Today, the institutional name is slightly changed - in the current
Bulgarian law on public libraries (Lex.bg 2009), the word “People’s” (which was
the most common synonym of “native” during the socialist regime in Bulgaria)
has been replaced with “National”.
The original facade caption also lacks the mandatory in Christian tradition
titling “Saint” for the patron-saints of this organization. The reason most probably was that ecclesiastic terms and links had been accepted as naive and inappropriate according to prevailing socialist ideology, especially on a “scientific”
building such as the national library itself.
Figure 2 shows another preserved inscription, located in the same crowning position on a bank facade. Here it says: ‘ÖSTERR[EICHISCHE] POSTSPARKASSE’ (‘Austrian Postal Savings Bank’). The caption on this famous
building in Vienna (created by the great Otto Wagner in 1906) is interesting in
its style-plastic and semantic plan as:
• Its outlook fits into the Sezession image of the building, harmonized
through characters and font which are consistent with the visual attributes of
the building exterior (corresponding to the rich plastic adornments of the attic
and roof elements);
• As a semantic clue to the period political, cultural, and social concepts,
the bank caption was imbued with a strictly regional designation - just the word
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Fig. 2. Austrian Postal Savings Bank, Vienna (© Bwag/Wikimedia)

“Austrian”, even though the building was built within the capital of AustroHungarian Empire;
• An abbreviation is used in the first word, which helps the full text to fit in
the provided space at the top of the facade. Applied due to the Wagner’s taste,
talent, and artistic flair as tools for completing the overall facade composition,
and additionally - as a way to ensure the proper letter size and appearance, coherent with the known limitations of human spatial and visual perception.
The same placement principles (of a “crown” inscription) and the same font
and semantic compliance with the style of the era, can be found in various Roman Empire buildings and structures. One of them is the Arch of Titus (Fig. 3),
built by the Emperor Domitian in 82 AD. Its caption does not explain the building typology or use but reads: ‘Senatus Populusque Romanus divo Tito divi
Vespasiani filio Vespasiano Augusto’, which translates to ‘The Roman Senate
and People (dedicate this) to the divine Titus Vespasianus Augustus, son of the
divine Vespasian’ (Lansford 2011, 66-67). In fact, this was a public architectural
structure which commemorated the military success of Titus in Judea (and also
the gratitude of Roman people and their Senate). With this “crown” caption, the
arch was connected to Titus and forever remindful of his victory.
The caption on the Roman Pantheon (Fig. 4) literally means: ‘Marcus Agrippa, son of Lucius, made [this building] when consul for the third time’ (Wescoat 2015, 193). This building project had been started by Marcus Agrippa in
27 BC - 14 AD, and was finished much later (in 126 AD) by Emperor Hadrian,
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Fig. 3. The Triumphal Arch of Titus, Rome (Rabax63/Wikimedia)

Fig. 4. The Pantheon in Rome (Wikimedia, photo: Roberta Dragan)
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still the inscription had remained in its original version. A new element in its
caption, compared to the previous examples, is the semantic focus placed solely
on the merit of the builder (without any mention of the building owner, building use, or any other context). This text choice could be accepted as a reflection
on the historical phenomenon of absolutization of personal power at the time.
II.1.2. Entrance inscriptions
Another common caption placement is over the building entrance. These
inscriptions’ locations are typically at or slightly above eye level. During most
of the 20th century the entrance captions were popular and present in a great
number of public structures. They take part in both individual architectural
perspective and in the overall urban design and public space utilization - thus
they generally play a part in organizing and directing of traffic and people flow.
Unlike “crown” cases, where captions served mostly the observers and passersby, the “entrance” case captions were primarily meant for those who enter and
use the buildings. At the same time, over-the-entrance captions were designed
much more in keeping with the human scale, and pointing at important architectural focal points - like the building or structural admissions.
An interesting example is the main entrance of the British Library in London (Fig. 5), where there is a caption over the gates, but where the doors are also

Fig. 5. Entrance of the British Library, London (© 2003 Mary Ann Sullivan, www.bluffton.
edu/homepages/facstaff/sullivanm/england/london/britlibrary/stjohnwilson.html)
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made out of perforated metal sheets incorporating lines of the words “British”
and “Library”. The entrance was designed by David Guy Barnabas Kindersley
(1915-1995) and his wife Lila at the end of 20th century. David Kindersley was a
unique artist and professional, who specialized in stone font engravings on key
buildings and who also founded the Cardozo Kindersley Workshop.1
Entrance inscriptions can also frequently be found on public halls and entertainment venues. The old Art-Deco cinema of “Cavendish”2, built in 1933
by architect M. A. Wright in Saint Paul, USA, could provide us with a valuable
insight on this type of caption location. In the Cavendish cinema, we observe an
inscription, combined with a logo and placed directly above the entrance - on
the sides of a shelter standing perpendicularly towards the wall plate. Here the
text is used to provide enhanced and more detailed building information, and
even as an advertising message. This type of text placement also serves a utilitarian architectural purpose - sheltering from sun, rain, snow, etc.
An entrance caption is also present on the Parliament Building in Bulgaria (Fig. 6). The building had been initially begun by K. Jovanović, before being finally completed in the decade before World War II. The inscription reads
‘СЪЕДИНЕНИЕТО ПРАВИ СИЛАТА’ (‘Unity Makes Strength’). In Bulgaria,
this motto appears on the first test coins (Zakon 1880) after the country’s liberation
from Ottoman rule (1878), and it was later placed on the front of the main facade
of the National Assembly. (We must note that, there is no other front inscription message of main purpose, owner, or direct links with the building function of the
National Assembly, as presumably the building was already well known.)

Fig. 6. The National Assembly of Bulgaria, 2016
See David Kindersley biography in David Kindersley.
An image is available online on Cinema Treasures. According to the website, the Grandview Theater opened in 1933, and was designed by Myrtus A. Wright, who also later designed
the Highland Theater.
1

2
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However, such an approach, of using a motto over the entrance, dates from
older traditions. Good examples are most of 18th, 19th and 20th century cult
buildings’ entrances. A beautiful case worth mentioning here is the Dohány
Synagogue in Budapest. It was built by the Viennese architect Ludwig Forster
in 1859, and the inscription, located directly above the entrance, is a quote from
the Old Testament (Kósa 2005, 43): “Then have them make a sanctuary for me,
and I will dwell among them” (Exodus 25:8).
II.2. “Panel” inscriptions
In the 20th and 21st centuries, inscriptions and accompanying graphic
forms (logos) gradually conquer more and more of the building facades - various wall-plates, panels, screens, surfaces, window glazing, and more. Little by little they start to occupy larger asymmetric spaces, blind and blank walls, chosen
vertical panels and other unpredictable facade locations.
A common location of this type is the simple name and logo placement on
any large dense section of the main facades. An example could be the branch of
H&M clothing retailer designed in Tokyo3 by Jun Mitsui & Associates Architects,
same as a lot of modern and postmodern commercial buildings and malls. As we
can see in the exterior gallery of the above-referenced building, the use of captions on “blank” and free panels does not contradict their application in other
places on the facades, including top and entrance areas. Thus, in the 20th and
21st centuries, a lot of combinations and integration methods were introduced,
using vertical or diagonal captions, various logo and brand sets and figures.
On the Sofia Ring Mall building in Sofia, Bulgaria, (Fig. 7) the largest
inscription was done a little after its first design development. It was embed-

Fig. 7. The Sofia Ring Mall, Bulgaria, 2016
3

The building could be seen in Meinhold 2011.
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ded in а “glass curtain” area of the wall of the second storey. (The building was
designed by the Spanish studio L35, and their Bulgarian partners - the team of
Sketch Studio.) Its final exterior branding and the oversized exterior lettering
scale and colour, were dictated by the advertising nature of the inscription, and
the need to ensure visibility from passing cars.
II.3. “Skin” inscriptions
As texts on building facades began to use more and more exterior space,
relevant to the observer distance and perception, a third type of inscription
placement we will now look at are captions and inscriptions spreading onto
whole facade sectors, and even all over the building exterior. Thus, the words
and texts are embedded in the edifices’ functional envelope.
II.3.1. Basic “skin” inscriptions
An example worth mentioning here is the “Matsuya” Department Store
building in Ginza, Tokyo, in its 2007 version. There, the building skin was
transformed to a “Louis Vuitton” suitcase and its facade screens were imbued
with “monogram multi-colours” installations by Takashi Murakami.4 (Their
lights were changing in different colours every 30 minutes.) Unlike the previous examples, where the inscriptions covered some parts of the facades, here
captions were embedded in the store’s entire physical exterior. Their specific
vision followed the existing architectural wall’s appearance (which was built like
a screen), and also challenged the viewer’s perception, especially at night. Such
dynamic symbiosis of inscriptions and architecture created a high impact on
passers-by, supported by the attractive, spectacular lighting effects of the neighbouring urban nightlife.
But similar synergy between inscriptions and full facades existed in various older examples, and in particular, in the Islamic religious monuments. In
the mosque of Sheikh Abbas I - “Shah Mosque” (Fig. 8), which was completed
in 1629 in Isfahan, Iran, we see captions, letters, and signs in the roof above
the entrance, and also the whole cupola structure. Most probably, this architectural approach was inherited from the Hellenistic and Roman tradition of
using “crown” and entrance captions, while at the same time upgrading them
by enlarging the basic text spots. On the other hand, general inscription layout,
functions, semantics, and symbolism in the exterior (and interior) of Islamic
religious architecture have fundamentally different logics and role, compared
to classics. In fact, on the walls of the mosques, most often “inscribed are Ayats
from the Quran or Quotes from the Hadith” (Otov 2004, 169). Ayats (Vinogradova, Kaptereva, Starodub 1997, 99) are as short phrases from the Quran, one
aspect of the concept of “revelation” in Islam, and Hadiths are signs that convey
stories about the life of Mohammed. An older similar example is the entrance of
the Caravan-Serai of Córdoba, Spain (Bloom, Blair (eds.) 2009, 156).

4
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An image of the design solution could be seen on: 8tokyo.com 2007.

Fig. 8. Isfahan Mosque Sheikh Abbas I / Masjid Shah Mosque
View of the courtyard. Architect Pascal Coste, 1840 (Coste 1867 / Wikimedia Commons)

Fig. 9. Temple of Horus in Edfu (© Ad Meskens / Wikimedia)
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A special feature of Arabesque inscriptions is the lack of “fundamental difference in the ornamental composition of the facade, in textiles or covers, and
in decoration of manuscripts” (Istoria iskusstva 2003, 266) which is emphasized
by their rare and peculiar scale, when compared with the building size. But as
this issue (the nature, symbolism, and semantics of inscriptions in Islamic religious architecture) is complex and extensive, we will not investigate it here any
further.
Finally, it must be noted that the architectural and artistic practice of textual coverage and its symbiosis with the exterior features and facade elements
is actually a much older trend. Some well known examples can be observed in
the temple architecture of ancient Egypt, like the main entrance to the temple
of the god Horus in Edfu, built during the Ptolemaic dynasty reign (I c. BC)
(Fig. 9).
II.3.2. Symbolic “skin” inscriptions
Over time, as a higher proportion of the population became literate and
were able to understand building inscriptions, facades covered with text began
to get their various contemporary interpretations. Maybe for first time in history, at the end of 20th and the beginning of 21st century, design became focused
not only on pragmatic but also on symbolic aspects of letters. An interesting
example of this trend is the library of Cottbus College in Utrecht, Netherlands,
designed by Herzog & de Meuron in 20045. Its facade is decorated with translucent letters, forming random words which are not linked in text. Thus, the used
letter or word decorations are not meant to convey a functional message, but are
visual metaphors of the concepts of “reading”, “data”, and so on. These types of
installations on building skins are mostly used as symbolic visual reference to the
edifice main function - knowledge or data centre or library - without its direct
mentioning. Similar example is the facade of the Bibliotheca Alexandrina, designed by Snøhetta studio6 and built in 2002, where the skin semiotic code uses
a “cloud” of written words extracted from within the rich variety of existing languages. As it is virtually impossible to understand all the languages, a metaphor
is created just pointing out the existence and diversity of all the captions used.
Inside this kind of symbolic letter shell, there are usually no connected text
strings or any references to the building owner or functions, but only random
letters or a special extraction of names and terms. A striking example of this
metaphoric trend can be seen on the “CRÉDIT LYONNAIS TOWER” in Lille7 created by the French architect Christian de Portzamparc and completed in
1995. In fact, there aren’t any real letters or words anywhere on its exterior, yet
its ingeniously placed rows of windows visually mimic a sentence string. Thus,
the building facades present a pure visual metaphor of text, gently overlapping
their rigid geometric volumes.

See 166 Cottbus Library.
See Bibliotheca Alexandrina.
7
See Christian de Portzamparc 1991-1995.
5
6
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II.3.3. “Graphic design” inscriptions
Another building designed by Christian de Portzamparc (2001) is the headquarters of the Le Monde newspaper in
Paris8. Its facade is an enormous literal visual replica of the newspaper’s home page,
presenting and promoting its logo, themes
and graphic style. Thus, the whole building facade is used as a de facto graphic design application.
A facade mimicking a print media
style was once applied by some members of
the avant-garde art group De Stijl (Netherlands) in the elevation of the Café de
Unie building, in Rotterdam9 (Fig. 10),
which was designed by Yakubus Johannes
Peter Oud. The building, inaugurated in
Fig. 10. Café de Unie in Rotterdam, 1910 1925, was destroyed by bombing in World
(Wikimedia: Rotterdam
War II and then rebuilt in the same form
van 19toen tot 19nu, p. 97)
much later. The facade of the original
building used the art group journal covers’ style with its typical geometric, colour and compositional principles, and
thus represented a peculiar version of an architectural manifesto.
II.4. Inscriptions as part of building structures
Inscriptions, used as part of building structures, are another contemporary approach in creating symbiosis of text and architecture, used often in the
last two-three decades. Unlike the previous cases, where captions were laid
on the building surface, using them as internal structural elements is another type of symbiosis. Two impressive buildings, designed by the studio Neutelings Riedijk Architects10 - the Netherlands Institute for Sound and Vision,
created in 2006, and the edifice of MINNAERT at the University of Utrecht,
Netherlands (1997) - could serve as major examples. In both of them letters
fully adopt constructive roles (of columns) for the building. In the case of
MINNAERT, the letters of its acronym are literally seen and could be read as
such. The letters used in the Institute for Sound and Vision are more abstract:
there is a high level of ambiguity in their reading (MN, NW, NVV, etc.). In
both cases, letters are fully incorporated in the architectural design core, and
they cannot be removed or replaced.

See Christian de Portzamparc 2001-2005.
Bluepronts of a project design of Café de Unie is available online on the Centre Pompidou website (Café de Unie, Rotterdam).
10
See Netherlands Institute for Sound and Vision, and University Building ‘MINNAERT’.
8
9
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III. Conclusions and discussion
Our article investigated some aspects concerning the type, nature, purpose, and function of inscriptions and captions placed on the exterior of chosen
architectural objects. We showed great varieties of the facade texts and their
graphic design, which in principle could include - inscriptions, a various combinations of images (logos) and captions, or only images. Semantically speaking,
the reviewed inscriptions could include the name of the building, its typology,
its function, the owner, or the architect’s, or the builder’s or the investor’s name,
or else a motto, a sign and so on. Today even fully symbolic uses of letters and
words also exist, representing not any building concept, but the idea of visual
literacy instead.
Although each case is different and even unique, the presented here captions could be grouped according to their way of placement and their role in
the architecture as:
• Top inscriptions, including - “crown” captions or texts above the entrances;
• Texts on large panels, screens, glazing, and solid walls;
• Captions embedded in the building skin/envelope;
• Letters and words as structural elements.
We also traced some connections between main historical examples and
modern day graphic-architectural phenomena. And of course, such a study can
be applied to other areas: according to historical, regional, and cultural context;
according to the typology of architecture - residential, industrial, and others.
Building inscriptions are a dynamic element, inextricably linked with both
the architecture and all the changes in the social, political, ideological, and economic climate of the period. We saw that over time inscriptions may remain
unaltered and authentic or be transformed according to changes in the function
of the building, or in the ideals and values of the society. This may be subject to
more research fields - history, sociology, political science.
As we saw, inscriptions and architecture had been combined since antiquity.
The great information resource of the symbiosis between texts and architecture
is evident to this day, and as such it could convey many and different messages.
As unique presenters of their era and cultural context, building inscriptions are
the source of the widest spectrum of public knowledge: historical, economic,
religious, political, ethnic, and architectural.
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